EXTRAORDINARY
YACHT EXPERIENCES

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Date

Folio
Schedule

Please read carefully and fill out this document before participating in the activity.
I _____________________________________ and the minor(s)_________________________________ who is/are under my
custody, and for whom I act as guardian and representative and take full responsibility for, upon reading and
signing this Disclaimer Statement accept each and every one of the following terms:
I hereby declare that I am fully aware that the Yacht rental & experiences is a recreational, sporting and fun
activity entered into voluntarily. I fully understand the potential dangers that exist in a boat, snorkeling, outings
and other water sports.
I am aware that it implies inherent danger including the risk of serious injury and/or death and/or damage to
property.
That I am in good health and have no physical impediments nor am I under the in loyees.
Therefore I absolve Juan Carlos Diez Gutierrez Igartua, from all civil legal, administrative and consular responsibility,
and renounce my right to take action against their partners and trustees, associates, subsidiaries, affiliates,
commercial allies, insurance company, officials, directors, employees, executives, suppliers, agents, successors,
collaborators and assignees in general, through claims, lawsuits, or causes of action that I (or the participating
minor) could take, due to damages or harm resulting f rom participation in the Yacht rental & experiences,
including but not limited to those caused by active, passive or blatant negligence of the freed parties; or due to
defects or hidden, latent or obvious dangers in the equipment or misuse of the equipment or in the very nature
of said activity. I declare that I (or the participating minor) have no history of illness or injuries, nor am I currently
using any substance, medicine, drug or alcohol, that could limit my competence (or that of the participating
minor). I HAVE READ this Responsibility Disclaimer Agreement, totally understanding its terms, and I understand
that I have renounced important rights by signing it of my own free will without any pressure, induction, promise
or guarantee at all towards me or anyone else.
We are not liable for the loss of damage of any object taken from you.
I wish my signature to be an unconditional release from any responsibility that may proceed according to the
law, and I am aware that any notes or modifications or additions or erasures or errors or false signatures or
omissions of initials, do not change nor affect the original meaning and obligations of this agreement.
For everything related to the enforcement and compliance with this Responsibility Disclaimer Agreement, the
parts are subject to the jurisdiction and authority of the courts of the State of Quintana Roo, Mexico, thus giving
up the privileges that could correspond due to place of residence or any other cause'.'
I hereby agree to and sign this disclaimer

NAME

SIGNATURE
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Write the full name of the participating minors under 18 years of age under your custody and whom you will represent
and take full responsibility for as his / her father, mother, guardian or other adult companion that is a signee of this
document:

NAME

SIGNATURE

Hotel where you are staying:

In case of emergency call:

Phone:

Note: There will be no refunds unless the yacht is cancelled due to bad weather or due to safety reasons determined by
the Captain.

CONTACT
+52 55 80394565
info@eyeyachts.com

